
BUSINESS CHALLENGE

The client’s legacy software was not global or uniformed across the company – some regions 
were still manually using Excel spreadsheets to manage their contracts, scheduling, and 
parts – and they did not have the objects in place to integrate ServiceMax efficiently. 

Due to the client’s validated operating environment, it was critical that ServiceMax be 
implemented in compliance with industry regulations, including those by the FDA.

ServiceMax Implementation
Global ServiceMax Implementation for International 
Medical Devices Company
Global ServiceMax Implementation successfully completed for a medical devices company 
needing to maintain a compliant environment, including adhering to FDA regulations. After 
implementation was complete, the client was able to realize increased efficiency in the 
management of their contracts, scheduling, and parts. 

CLIENT PROFILE Global medical 
devices company

PROJECT OBJECTIVE

Implementation to the field service management system was completed to standardize 
the company’s management of their contracts, scheduling, and parts through the use 
of ServiceMax. Roll-out of ServiceMax to the client’s field also included a custom iPad 
application for the company’s end users.
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LABUR assisted in globally aligning the client’s process for parts inventory and 
translated their business requirements into ServiceMax objects.After documentation and 
requirements gathering was complete, upgrades were made to the company’s infrastructure 
to decrease tool management and the instances of monitoring configurations.

DELIVERED RESULTS

 LABUR successfully implemented ServiceMax, including a customized iPad application 
for the client’s internal end users. The implementation included customized integration 
framework, a customer service module, and a complaint notification system, all of which was 
government compliant to maintain the client’s validated environment standards. 

 � On-time, on-budget ($5M+) global implementation and successful ServiceMax roll-out

 � Streamlined and increased efficiency across the enterprise for the management of 
contracts, scheduling, and inventory
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Streamlined and increased efficiency across the enterprise for the management of 
contracts, scheduling, and inventory

https://www.labur.com/case-study/servicemax-implementation/

